
Why pay for expensive generic ho-
meopathic vials when at the end of 
the day you may have used them 
only a few times.   The ABPA will 
make custom designed Isopathic 
remedies to your subject. Perfectly 
tuned for there needs and includes 
the safety codes for additional pro-
tection to prevent healing crisis from 
occurring.    Just think of it as your 
safety net!    Once you use the ABPA 
you will wonder how you ever 
worked with out it.  

The Advance Bio-Photon Analyzer is one of the most ad-
vanced and sophisticated Isopathic generator ever made, 
while it remains the most simplest to use.  The ABPA was 
developed for the chemical and allergy sensitive clients. The 
ABPA can make a self tuned custom Isopathic remedy in less 
than 40 seconds with a range of 0-cmm using intelligence 
auto potency internal software. The ABPA is the only instru-
ment on the market that contains safety codes software that 
is both used in the A2 and transferred into the Isopathic me-
dia.   Just think you now have an instrument that can make 
advance custom non-magnetic sensitive homeopathic reme-
dies called Isopathic. No more trips to the store to find multi-
ple remedies the ABPA can auto scan and find the best rem-
edy and potency in just 40 second!  And safe enough that a 
child can use, smart enough to figure how to remove ener-
getic stress and stabilize you. 

Q: Just ask you’re self, what is my health worth to me??  

A: Everything !!!! 

#1 instrument used to remove stress form the cellular system 
Used in many allergy eliminations protocols and techniques 
Self tuning to the users energetic system needs 
Auto Potency Range 0 – CMM  (APR) 
Auto phasing range IN phase / OUT phase  
Isopathic safety codes design for chemical and energy sensitive 
Safety codes reduces the healing crisis reactions in many cases 
Portable power source runs on 9 VDC battery or AC wall adapter 
Can be used 24/7/365 to search and stabilize automatically 
Able to clean up food and other consumable product 
Creates Isopathic countermeasures that reduces stress on us 
Find internal/external weakness and energetically strengthens them  
Balances all energetic system so stress free harmony will work 
Goof proof, simple to uses 
15 years of proven technology 
No need to buy expensive allergy vials, now make custom vials 

Weight:  4.5 LBS. 
Size:  3 ¾” H, 11 1/2 “W, 10 ¼ “D 
Switches:  8 Toggles 
Wells:  4” Input, 4” Output, Sample  
Battery Power: 9 Volts Alkaline  
A/C Power: 12VDC @ 500 Ma a/c wall 
plug 
Plastic Type: ABS Plastic 
Scan Cable: 10’ flex wrap cable 
Warranty: 3 Year Limited 
Drop resistance: 3 feet 
Software Knowledge: None needed 
Internal software: Proprietary Sealed 
Airport X-ray scans:  Yes, Safe 
Isopathic fail: Strong Ultra Violet light 
ONLY 
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